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Public Bobsleigh & Skeleton at the Whistler Sliding Centre

Private Thoughts
Myths and Misconceptions about Independent Schools
Genome BC is working to find real solutions to real world issues...

As every living organism has a genome, genomics is the heart of life sciences in British Columbia. It cuts across forestry, energy and mining, agri-food, fisheries and aquaculture and health. Genomics is at the core of the cutting-edge science and technologies that are driving growth, productivity, commercialization and global competitiveness.

Genome BC’s investments into genomics research are generating jobs, creating and advancing new companies and attracting national and international investments to help address challenges facing BC’s key economic sectors.
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“Serendipity is looking in a haystack for a needle and discovering a farmer’s daughter.”
— Julius Comroe Jr.

WHETHER YOU BELIEVE in free will or fate, it is hard to deny that an intricate web of timing, people, circumstances and serendipity play a role in shaping a person’s life.

Seven years ago I was the managing editor of an established trade magazine serving the North American helicopter industry. The work was interesting, and the pay respectable, but I couldn’t shake the feeling that I was meant for something else. I didn’t know what that “else” might look like, but the feeling was inescapable.

Then one day I got a call from my publisher asking me to go to Vancouver to do a feature article on Helijet. My boss wanted a story that would tell how this unique Canadian company had succeeded in operating a scheduled helicopter service when every other helicopter airline in the world that tried had failed.

A week later I flew from Victoria to Vancouver on Helijet and met with the company’s president and CEO Daniel (Danny) Sitnam. We sat down in his modest corner office at Helijet’s head office at YVR Airport for what I expected to be just another company profile, like so many before.

Was I in for a surprise.
Instead of the typical rushed interview with stock questions and pat answers, Danny indulged me with a candid and fascinating two-hour conversation. He explained how the company evolved from a germ of an idea into a reality — the first flight lifting off on November 27, 1986, with only one advance booking. He proceeded to fill in the blanks about how Helijet survived its difficult fledgling years to become a sizeable company with a fleet of 15 aircraft and 140 professionals.

I was accustomed to corporate tales of success, but Helijet’s story was exceptional and different from anything I had encountered before in the industry. Indeed, it was a rare story of the right people being in the right place at the right time, under the right circumstances, and no small amount of serendipity.

Reflecting on this during the flight home to Victoria I decided to ask myself, ‘what is it that I really want to do in my writing career?’

I chewed on that question while gazing out the passenger window at the scenery around me. The Olympic Mountains to the south seemed to tower larger than ever, and the sun setting behind Vancouver Island cast a blanket of golden light over the Gulf Islands.

That’s when it came to me: ‘I want to write about this beautiful part of the world. But how?’

The thought had barely crystallized in my mind when I noticed the seatback pocket in front of me. It was empty.

A few weeks later I phoned Danny and asked him if Helijet would be interested in having its own in-flight publication. He liked the idea of a dedicated company magazine with local stories of interest to passengers. He asked me to pitch it to Rick Hill, Vice President of Operations and Commercial Programs, and Jay Minter, Director of Marketing. Not long after the three of us shook hands and the magazine you are holding took flight — literally. ✈️
Helijet has been whisking passengers across the Strait of Georgia and the Strait of Juan de Fuca since 1986, connecting Victoria, British Columbia’s capital city, with Vancouver, Canada’s third-largest city. The routes are served by Helijet’s fleet of fast and powerful 12-passenger Sikorsky S-76 helicopters. With a choice of over 125 scheduled 35-minute flights a week, Helijet customers enjoy friendly personalized service, fast and convenient check-ins with no long line-ups or baggage hassles. Passengers sit back, relax and enjoy the spectacular mountains, rugged shorelines, and countless islands and inlets that make British Columbia’s south coast and Vancouver Island so unique.

Helijet operates day or night, clear or cloudy weather. Instrument Flight Rules allows Helijet to fly safely in weather conditions or rough seas that frequently disrupt ferry schedules and ground floatplanes in this part of the world.

Helijet operates from three well-appointed passenger terminals:
- **Vancouver Harbour Heliport**: adjacent to the famous sails of Canada Place, North America’s busiest west coast cruise ship terminal, the Seabus terminal, and walking distance from Vancouver’s bustling downtown core and business district.
- **Vancouver International Airport Heliport**: Helijet’s passenger terminal, main offices, and hangars are located at Vancouver International Airport (YVR), one of the world’s major gateway airports.
- **Victoria Harbour Heliport**: next to the Ogden Point cruise ship facility; the heliport is a free shuttle ride or a short stroll from downtown Victoria.

As the company has grown over the years, Helijet’s initial commitment to providing superior customer service, safety, and quality has never wavered.
CHARGE YOUR WALLET
Smartphones and tablets are fabulous little items, until they need charging. If you never seem to have a cable when you need one, consider the ChargeCard, a USB charging cable for your iPod, iPhone or Android phone that fits in your wallet. The size of a credit card, it’s more elegant than a jumble of cords, and much nicer than having a dead phone. You’ll still need an adapter to plug into a wall outlet, but you can use the ChargeCard to charge or sync from any USB outlet.
photojojo.com

TRANSLATE THE WEB
Isn’t it time someone translated the Internet? You can help, and get a free language course while you’re at it. Duolingo’s win-win offering enables language learners to practice their skills on existing Web text while putting a dent in the Herculean task of translating the Internet. English speakers can try conventional grammar and vocabulary drills in any of six languages (so far), or, if they’re feeling confident, practice by translating real Web documents. Skilled speakers check the work of beginners so, ideally, nothing is lost in translation. The cost? It’s free for language learners; content owners pay for translation services. duolingo.com
**BEAM ME UP, SCOTTY**

Lasers aren’t just for light shows anymore. The Brookstone Virtual Keyboard is a full-sized QWERTY keyboard generated by light. Small enough to fit on a keychain, it links to your tablet or smartphone by Bluetooth and projects a laser keyboard onto any flat surface. A rechargeable lithium-ion battery provides more than two hours of continuous typing, whether you’re using a borrowed desk, the kitchen table, or even the hood of your car. brookstone.com

---

**ALL ABUZZ**

Victoria’s Idar Bergseth, an internationally renowned goldsmith and jeweller, is the recipient of this year’s Carter Wosk Creative Achievement Award for Applied Art and Design. The award, given to British Columbia artists and designers whose work is both practical and innovative, is the most recent in a string of awards for Bergseth, who has been creating hand-forged jewellery in Victoria since 1972. Besides the Wosk award, his eponymous Fort Street shop, complete with its story-book exterior and chic modern showroom, was the first Canadian business to win an INSTORE Magazine award for “America’s Coolest Store.” And that cute bee logo? Bergseth is an apiarist as well as a goldsmith and even keeps beehives on the roof. idar.com
Non Surgical Procedures
Botox Cosmetic™
Dermal Fillers
Skin Tightening
Skin Resurfacing
Skincare Products

Surgical Procedures
Facial surgery
Rhinoplasty
Breast surgery
Abdominal surgery
Liposuction/Body contouring

5 minute walk from the harbour
805 Fairfield Rd., Victoria
250-595-3888
www.clinic805.ca

DR. KENNETH A. SMITH
CERTIFIED PLASTIC SURGEON

Clinic 805 and Dr. Kenneth Smith are proud supporters of Project H.A.N.D.S. For more information please visit our website www.clinic805.ca

VIRTUAL PET CARE
Can your iPhone make you a cup of tea? Not quite, but it can feed your dog. The pintofeed Intelligent Pet Feeder lets you feed your pet remotely through a smartphone app. If you’re stuck at the office, or away on vacation, a simple tap of the app will release a pre-set serving of kibble to your hungry pooch or kitty. An AC adapter with a battery backup offers peace of mind, and the food is sealed to keep it fresh for several days. The pintofeed can’t walk or play with your pet (yet), but it can monitor Fido’s intake, set up a feeding schedule, text you when he’s eaten, and even operate up to 50 feeders from a single account. pintofeed.com

LOST & FOUND
Lost your keys again? Well, there’s an app for that, too. The Tile is a matchbook-sized tracking device that uses low energy Bluetooth and IOS technology to keep tabs on the things you lose. Just attach a tile to your wallet, keys, bike or purse and
use the Tile’s iPhone or iPad app to find it. It’ll easily find your stuff and even sound an alarm if the item in question is within Bluetooth’s typical 100-foot range. The real beauty of the Tile, though, is the way it extends its range through crowdsourcing. If any Tile user is in the area of your lost object, you (and only you) will be alerted. The $25 Tiles don’t need recharging, but do need to be replaced annually. Don’t worry, though; the app will remind you about that, too.

thetileapp.com

GET CONNECTED

Building on the important role that networking plays in shaping lives and career paths, Royal Roads University (RRU) recently launched its new Inspiring Connections campaign, which takes LinkedIn-style networking to another level, creating opportunities for direct connections between former and future students. Rooted in the power of connecting people, the campaign provides business card contact information for alumni and invites prospective students to get in direct contact with them over the phone, online, or in person, to learn first-hand about the RRU experience.

“Through Inspiring Connections we hope to facilitate deeper engagement with prospective students, showcasing RRU’s unique points of difference through the stories of our alumni, as opposed to telling them ourselves,” says Catherine Riggins, RRU Director, Branding, Marketing and Recruitment. “Our alumni are an incredible asset and allowing them to tell their stories in a transparent way lets us prove that what RRU offers is unique. It’s the ultimate compliment that so many of our alumni are willing to voluntarily connect with others on our behalf.” royalroads.ca
BOB CLARIDGE COULD HAVE followed a relatively easy career path when he moved to Vancouver as an Air Canada passenger service agent in 1979. But he didn’t.

“Many of the people I worked with at Air Canada are retired now with nice pensions, but I wasn’t interested in doing the same thing for the next 35 years,” says Claridge. “I wanted variety at work, and the opportunity to do more and be involved. I thought there was a better chance of finding that at Helijet.”

He had no idea.

Just four months after being hired as a passenger service agent in November 1991 Claridge found himself running Helijet’s base in Whistler. More assignments followed as he became the company’s go-to guy for opening, managing, and sometimes closing, bases of operations in places such as Langley, Abbotsford, Seattle, Campbell River, Grouse Mountain, and Haida Gwaii.

“I really enjoy getting in on the ground level when we start something new. It’s hard work, but very rewarding,” he says. “That’s why I joined Helijet. I’ve had so many opportunities for personal growth here.”

What is more, the company provides a social network of friends and colleagues: “After 22 years in a variety of roles I’ve gotten to work with some really great people, and come to know just about every one of the staff. That’s one of the reasons I look forward to coming to work each day.”

Claridge’s latest incarnation is in flight operations where he and other agents oversee and support the day-to-day comings and goings of Helijet’s fleet of aircraft. This entails everything from flight following and communicating with air crew, to managing schedules and associated logistics, among other things.

“I like staying busy and that’s why I enjoy being in operations,” says Claridge. “But I’m always looking forward to the next challenge.” With a hopeful smile he adds, “In this company that could come tomorrow.”

Man of Many Hats

Bob Claridge enjoys the variety and challenge of being a go-to guy
DISCOVER THE WILD SIDE IN STYLE

WHISKEY LANDING LODGE in Ucluelet is Vancouver Island’s newest luxury lodge, offering deluxe suites in a waterfront retreat that pays tribute to the local culture and natural beauty of the West Coast. And be sure to add some excitement to your stay in Ucluelet with a BIG BEAR SALMON CHARTERS fishing trip for huge salmon and giant halibut.

Our fleet of five top-of-the-line Grady White fishing boats are equipped with the latest cutting-edge gear, and crewed by professional fishermen with decades of experience on the West Coast.

Call today to book a memorable experience that will last a lifetime!

whiskeylanding.com
1-855-726-2270

bigbearsalmoncharters.com
1-855-9-SALMON
HILLS, CHILLS & THRILLS

Public bobsleigh and skeleton at the Whistler Sliding Centre

Riders experience the thrill of four-man bobsleigh at the Whistler Sliding Centre as a professional driver (white helmet) guides the sleigh through Turn 16, a.k.a. Thunderbird Wall, at over 120 kmh. Whistler Sport Legacies photo
The orange glow of sunset fades behind the snow-capped mountains bracketing Whistler Village, taking with it warmth and sunshine. The Whistler Sliding Centre on the southeast side of Blackcomb Mountain is soon shrouded in purple darkness, save for a long winding river of brilliant white light tracing the outline of the racecourse below. I’m crouched in seat 4 of a four-man bob-sleigh, waiting for the all clear. The stillness and quiet seems, well, ominous.

Suddenly, a voice crackles on the radio advising our professional driver, Pat Brown, that the track is clear and we’re good to go. An assistant lowers the visor on my helmet and wipes away a scattering of flurries before gently pushing the sleigh onto the ice track.

We slowly inch forward, the runners beneath our sleigh wiggling and bumping on the frozen track surface. Our rate of acceleration is rather underwhelming and I feel disappointed that we didn’t get a running start. Obviously, this “tourist” bobsleigh ride is going to be a damp squib compared to the real thing experienced by Olympic athletes.

My arrogance was short-lived.
Turning right into the first corner our sleigh gathers speed and a sense of purpose. Acceleration improves, but still I feel the need for speed.

The straightaway leading to Turn 2 gives us a chance to gather momentum and the sound of the sleigh’s runners skating on ice increases. We slide into the second turn, climbing slightly up the side of the track. Not bad for Joe Public, I guess.

The ride gets more interesting at Turn 3 as speed increases and our sleigh inches higher up the corner. The noise of the runners on ice gets louder and the bumpy ride makes my head start to vibrate inside my helmet. It’s getting interesting.

Slingshot out of Turn 3, our bobsleigh hurtles downhill gaining more speed and inertia. At Turn 4 the sleigh climbs higher through the corner, increasing centrifugal force pushing us down in our seats.

I’m impressed!

Barreling out of the turn and into the next all four heads in our bobsleigh rock from side to side. The vibration is intense and the noise deafening. Suddenly, it dawns on me that I’m on the wildest roller coaster ride of my life . . . and I can’t get off.

Halfway down the track and our speed continues increasing. Turns come faster and faster, throwing us from side to side. The vibration is such that I can barely see what’s ahead and I feel like my teeth are going to rattle out. Punishing g-forces (g) press us harder into our seats at each successive turn. The speed is as terrifying as it is thrilling. I am over-stimulated, scared and want it to end.

The 16th and final turn, Thunderbird Wall, is the hairiest. Our bobsleigh is nearly perpendicular to the world, flying
You work hard. Finding reasons to do so is even harder. Remind your team why they do it, by holding your next meeting or incentive trip in a setting that puts everything into perspective. Everything you need to build your team is right here, for groups from two to two hundred.

CALL 1-800-663-7090 | www.obmg.com

Top: The public bobsleigh experience is a 38-second ride through 16 turns at speeds up to 125 kmh. David McColm photo. Inset: Members of the public can also ride face-first down the ice track as part of the skeleton ride experience. Coast Mountain Photography photo

through snow flurries at 125 kmh. I grit my teeth through the corner, begging for relief from the 4 g pinning me into my seat.

Eternity is over in just 38 seconds. Our sleigh rolls out of the final turn and quickly decelerates uphill in the track with the help of gravity and a brake pedal operated by our driver.

When we come to a stop there is no hooting or hollering. No high fives. Just stunned disbelief.

My fellow passengers and I slowly extricate ourselves and try to readjust to reality. Words seem inadequate. How does one describe an adrenaline rush so intense?

“How was it?” asks my waiting wife, her eyes wide in amazement.

“Uh, wild,” I reply faintly. “Crazy.” Slowly gathering myself I then add, “I want to try skeleton next!”

The Public Bobsleigh and Public Skeleton Ride Experience offered by Whistler Sport Legacies costs $169 per person. For more information visit www.whistlerslidingcentre.com

Your Home Away from Home

Delta Vancouver Airport

- Closest Hotel to the Vancouver International Airport and South Terminal
- Complimentary Airport and Community Shuttle
- Complimentary High Speed Internet in Guestrooms
- Negotiable Corporate Rates
- 24 Hour In-Room Dining
- Our Delta Platinum Plus+ Members Receive a late check out of 6pm

Delta Vancouver Airport Hotel
3500 Cessna Drive Richmond BC V7B 1G7
deltavancouvertown.ca dva.sales.sm@deltahotels.com
Toll free: (888) 633-4041 604.278.1241 Fax: 604.276.1975
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WE’RE ALL GUILTY of buying into stereotypes to some extent. After all, most people will admit to having reflexive notions about used car salesmen, biker gangs, environmental activists, and lawyers, among others.

Stereotypes simplify our complex social world, attributing uniform characteristics to members of entire groups. They also convey social dichotomy — a reassuring way of seeing the world in “us” and “them” terms. Remember Occupy Wall Street, and the 99 versus 1 per cent?

Perceived wealth and privilege has always been an easy target, which may explain why so many popular myths and misconceptions persist around private schooling. Thing is, independent education has undergone significant change in recent years rendering many stereotypes irrelevant, including the following:

**Myth #1: Only the rich can send their kids to private school**

A common assumption is that independent school tuition is out of reach for middle- and low-income families.

Not necessarily so. A growing number of schools and families are finding creative ways to make private education accessible to anyone who wants it.

“The perception that private schools cater only to the wealthy is the biggest myth out there,” says Bob Snowden, Head of School at St. Michaels University School (SMUS) in Victoria. “We have kids here whose parents are taxi drivers and postal workers . . . and two-income families where the parents scrimp and save, dip into savings, or take out loans.” He adds, “SMUS gives out over $2 million each year in financial aid to help these families. Twenty-one per cent of our students are on some form of financial assistance, which can range from a few thousand dollars to full tuition.”

SMUS is not alone in lending a helping hand. Many independent schools in B.C. provide entrance scholarships, bursaries, short-term financial assistance and extended payment plans to help families bridge the gap. But schools can only help so much. Ultimately, it comes down to parents making choices.

“A lot of parents think they can’t afford it, but it’s often a question of priorities,” says Janis Clark, Director of Admissions at Collingwood School in West Vancouver. “Sometimes parents rely on extended family to help out, or they make do with an older car and fewer vacations, or they take out a loan or line of credit. However they do it, most parents see it as an investment in their child’s future. Collingwood offers entrance scholarships for new students and access to financial assistance for our current families.”

**Myth #2: Private schools turn kids into class-conscious snobs**

Some critics claim independent schools lack diversity and isolate children from the communities in which they live. Perhaps that was the case at one time, but private schools have evolved with wider social change. Gone are the days of student bodies populated by rich white kids; most private schools nowadays are comprised of boys and girls from myriad ethnicities, religions and socio-economic backgrounds.

“We stopped trying to keep track of cultural diversity when
it became pointless,” says Hugh Burke, Headmaster of Meadowridge School in Maple Ridge. “We now fly the flags of 40 countries, representing various student nationalities.” What is more, he notes some students come from families whose combined household income is not above $60,000 a year.

B.C.’s private schools are, in many respects, more diverse than their public counterparts. That’s largely because many immigrant parents place a premium on education and are prepared to make significant sacrifices to get their kids into good schools.

At the same time, independent schools recognize they do children a disservice educating them in a protective bubble. With an eye to developing well-rounded students, many now make community involvement an integral part of their curriculum.

“Community service is a requirement for all Collingwood School students,” says Clark. “Here we are in one of the wealthiest communities in Canada, right next to one of the poorest — Vancouver’s Downtown East Side. We expect our students to get involved in that community and do meaningful service through such long-standing activities as our tutoring and mentoring programs, backpack buddies, soup kitchens, and food hampers.”

Myth #3: Children with special needs don’t fit in
While some private schools lack the necessary resources to adequately support children with special needs, more and more child-focused schools with reputations for academic achievement are adapting their programs to meet the unique requirements of children with learning difficulties.

“Kids with special needs are often misunderstood,” says Snowden. “They are mentally capable, but their special learning requirements need to be accommodated. If a school can do that the child will thrive.” Underscoring this, he notes, “[SMUS] serves a large number of children with learning disabilities, from dyslexia and Aspergers to ADHD and dysgraphia.”

Collingwood is another school with a reputation for helping children with diagnosed learning disabilities integrate and realize academic achievement. Specifically, they have developed a highly successful Key Program over the past 25 years that assists children with one-to-one and small group support with integration into the larger class environment.

Then there are independent schools that specialize in teaching children with special needs, notably Fraser Academy in Vancouver and Discovery School in Victoria.

Myth #4: Boarding schools are for kids who get “sent away”
One bromide that has stood the test of time is that boarding schools are a last resort for students with behaviour problems, or troubled home situations.

At MEADOWRIDGE SCHOOL we are a community of families and educators who have fostered an environment where children feel safe, enjoy learning and strive towards excellence. Join us for a student led tour and see for yourself why our families are proud to call Meadowridge home.

www.meadowridge.bc.ca 604.467.4444 | info@meadowridge.bc.ca
12224 240th Street, Maple Ridge, BC V4R 1N1
“There might have been truth to that perception 20 or 30 years ago, but not anymore,” says Clayton Johnston, Director of Admissions at Brentwood College School on Vancouver Island. “We won’t accept students unless they want to be here. All it takes is four or five kids who don’t want to be here to ruin it for all the others.”

In fact, Johnston points to a growing trend where students are bigger players in deciding to go to boarding school: “Kids want to do well and learn so they’re seeking out the best schools and researching them online, eventually steering their parents towards it. Kids are driving this now, not the parents.”

**Myth #5: Independent schools are unregulated and unaccountable**

Because education is provincially mandated in Canada, standards and requirements vary from one province to the next. While it is true that some private schools in Canada are exempt from provincial regulations to some extent (Ontario private schools do not have to comply with provincial government requirements until high school) the reality here in B.C. is that all independent schools are accountable to the B.C. Ministry of Education and therefore must comply with provincial curriculum standards. Indeed, private schools come in for special scrutiny because the government provides a portion of funding for each child in the private system.

“We are under a magnifying glass because we receive public funds,” says Meadowridge’s Hugh Burke. “If anything, private schools are held to a higher standard by the B.C. Government.”

**Myth #6: It’s all about class size**

Stereotypes sometimes contain a kernel of truth, so it will hardly come as news that independent schools have an edge over public schools when it comes to student-to-teacher ratios. Still, smaller class size doesn’t tell the whole story. More often than not it’s a question of quality over quantity.

To be sure, B.C.’s public school system has its share of excellent teachers, but perennial conflict between the BC Teachers’ Federation and the provincial government has resulted in tremendous frustration for students, parents and teachers alike. Certainly, teachers with larger classes and fewer resources are at a disadvantage compared to their counterparts in the private system.

“Teachers are the most important resource that a school has. It is our top priority,” says SMUS’s Snowden. “If it’s a choice between class size and promoting teacher excellence, a school is better off allocating resources to the latter.”

Collingwood’s Janis Clark shares that philosophy: “We invest a huge amount of resources into professional development. Our teachers are at the top of their game, enjoying high job satisfaction and low turnover. They’re invested in their jobs and in the lives of their students.”
WHERE YOUNG MINDS SHINE

Discover a different kind of high school experience.

SMUS is a destination for more than 250 boarding students from all over BC and the world.

Start your post-secondary experience early by living on campus among faculty and staff who will challenge and nurture you.

Living and studying at SMUS is an immersive experience that will prepare you for both the academic as well as the personal demands of university.

Our boarding and day students share an amazing educational experience each and every day:

>> Our students are surrounded by like-minded peers from around the world.

>> Our students excel in an environment that encourages free expression and independent thinking.

>> Our students enjoy a well-rounded atmosphere rich with the arts, athletics and academic studies.

START THE JOURNEY TO A BRIGHT FUTURE TODAY
ATTEND OUR OPEN HOUSE ON FEBRUARY 21

www.smus.ca/openhouse

BOARDING GRADERS 8-12 | DAY GRADERS K-12
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Myth #7: Private schools weaken the public school system
Some people object to independent schools receiving government funding — approximately 35 per cent per pupil operating grant — arguing that it siphons much needed money away from the public system.

What often gets left of the equation, however, is that 12.4 per cent of children in B.C. attend independent school. That means the government pays only a portion of education funding for over 76,000 students attending some 367 schools throughout the province.

“If all those schools receive 35 per cent funding that means 65 per cent is retained by the government, with no requirement to provide service,” says Burke. “In effect, the private school system is subsidizing the public system.” He adds, “If all those children were fully funded what would the cost be to the public system?”

Myth #8: Private schools are better than public schools
Perhaps the most contentious stereotype ascribed to private schools is that they are universally better than public schools.

Such a platitude is akin to saying all apples are better than all oranges.

Setting aside the fact that many public schools in B.C. have developed reputations for academic excellence, it is important to recognize that public schools have a broad mandate to serve, spreading resources across a spectrum of purposes that private schools don’t have the will or capacity to satisfy.

“Public schools can’t be compared to private ones,” says Burke, who taught in the public system for 28 years. “Public schools have a different mandate with a range of programs and purposes under one roof. They do many things well, whereas private schools do a few things extremely well.

“Private schools have a much clearer vision and sense of mission for a smaller group of students . . . and we have the latitude to make changes and adjust quicker because we can.”

Still, the Fraser Institute’s controversial annual ranking of B.C. schools fosters the idea that some schools are better than others.

“Not every school is going to be perfect for every child,” says Burke. “I get annoyed by simplistic reports that try to quantify something as complex as a school . . . and I thought it was ridiculous when we were ranked number one by the Fraser Institute.

“Rankings and blanket claims are ludicrous. It’s more important that parents find which school is the right fit for their child and their family, and then support the values of that school.”

This sentiment is shared at many independent schools: “Parental involvement is an essential part of success,” says Alexandra Best, Director of Admissions at Mulgrave School. “You can’t just send your kid to the expensive school on the hill and expect it to work. Parents have to research and visit schools, and get involved. There is a right school for every child; you just have to find the right one.” She says, adding, “you only get the chance to do it once, and you want to do it right.”
SUSTAINABILITY is one of those words everyone can agree on in general, even if the specifics are elusive. Consider seafood: most British Columbians attach importance to protecting and properly managing coastal fisheries, but few among us know what that means at the consumer level. Indeed, how does one enjoy dinner knowing for sure they are ordering responsibly à la carte?

That was my dilemma on a recent night out with my wife, Heather. We both love seafood in all its forms, but neither of us wants to diminish dining enjoyment wondering if our choices play an inadvertent role degrading the ocean.

Fortunate for us, Marina Restaurant in Oak Bay, Victoria, removes the guesswork. That’s because every single seafood item on their lunch and dinner menus is Ocean Wise certified. Launched in 2005 by the Vancouver Aquarium, the Ocean Wise program draws on reams of research to determine how well a given fishery is managed, which species can be sustainably harvested, where it should be extracted, and what impact harvesting methods might have on other species or the overall marine environment.

Many restaurants display the Ocean Wise logo next to individual menu items, but Marina takes it a step further, ensuring all seafood is certified.

“Marina Restaurant is owned by the Oak Bay Marine Group, a company that was built by the ocean,” says Jeff Keenliside, Executive Chef. “Seafood is at the heart of this organization, so it was essential for us to reflect that in our menus with 100 per cent certification of all seafood products.”

Keenliside says there is more to Ocean Wise than just good intentions, though: “It’s also making a choice about quality. I know I can buy less expensive seafood, but we’d rather pay a premium to be sure of how every seafood item is caught, where it was caught, and how it has been handled, delivered and prepared.”

Seems altruism, married with quality and talent, can make for some wonderful combinations.

My wife and I scan the appetizer menu, struggling to settle on one thing. Heather eventually decides on the spot prawn potato ravioli, served in tomato and prawn nage, scallions and lemon oil. The resulting flavours are harmonious pockets of simplicity and complexity.

For my part, I opt for pan-seared Qualicum scallops served on a parsnip and chanterelle mushroom hash with creamed corn and crispy leeks. The dish is a study in contrast and compliment: the delicate texture of the scallops mirrors the savoury mushrooms and sweet cream corn, offset by the crunch of leeks and parsnips.

Progressing to main courses, Heather decides on the daily dinner feature — crispy celery-root wrapped halibut on shiitake duxelle, sunchoke puree, accompanied by green beans with oranges and almonds — while I try something curious in the way of miso-cured sablefish with clams, leeks, Israeli cous cous and preserved lemon cream.

Hard to say who made the better choice. The halibut and sablefish are both perfectly cooked, with remarkable delicacy and subtle flavours. If anything, the distinct umami flavours of the miso-cured sablefish are somewhat exotic, whereas the halibut might appeal to those interested in slightly less dining adventure.

Either way, a crisp, dry wine, such as a 2012 Syncromesh Riesling (Okanagan), elevates both to a stratospheric tasting experience.

Best of all, we can enjoy our meals without qualms, knowing we did our bit for sustainability . . . one succulent bite at a time.
Arguably one of the best perks about travelling by Helijet is the ability to take in the magnificent panoramic views of British Columbia scenery. The sight of majestic mountains and ocean expanse on a clear day can take one’s breath away.

Beyond this beauty of nature, there is a link that connects the trees on the mountains to the fish and marine life in the ocean and to the cells in our bodies and beyond. The link lies in DNA and that every living organism has DNA in their genome. As such, genomics (the study of genomes) is the heart of life sciences in B.C. This exciting field of science is now beginning to offer real solutions in support of the province’s key sectors, including: agri-foods, fisheries and aquaculture, energy and mining, forestry, and health. Genomics is also an integral part of the bioeconomy, which today accounts for an estimated $2 billion in provincial GDP and 14,000 jobs. By 2030 the bioeconomy could reach over $12 billion in GDP, supporting 56,000 jobs, provided it succeeds in attracting, and keeping, the right investments.

In 2000, Genome British Columbia (Genome BC) was founded by the late Nobel Laureate chemist Dr. Michael Smith and others, to capitalize on the promise of genomics. At that time the project to fully sequence the human genome was three years from completion and scientists had only vague notions of the power of genomics. Today, that promise has become a reality. Genome BC, with ongoing support from the Province of British Columbia, the Government of Canada through Genome Canada, and Western Economic Diversification Canada, and more than 300 international public and private co-funding partners is now a leader in this field.

With help from these funding partners Genome BC has become a catalyst that links academia, industry and government users to build and sustain the province’s vibrant life sciences cluster. Genome BC invests in the very best people, the very best genomics research programs, and the most advanced tools of discovery because it is propelled by a single desire: to pave the way for research to have a direct impact on our lives and our future, and to deliver critical benefits to people in B.C. Here are just a few examples of genomics research that are becoming reality:

**Treating cancer with a vaccine**

Dr. John Webb, a scientist at the Deeley Research Centre in Victoria, has developed a novel therapeutic vaccine to treat cancers and pre-cancerous lesions caused by Human Papilloma Virus (HPV). This approach, which applies the concept of using a vaccine as treatment for cancer, could change one kind of cancer treatment as we know it.

There are two types of vaccines: therapeutic and prophylactic. Prophylactic...
vaccines, used to prevent infection, and therapeu tic vaccines, which treat active disease. Unlike other therapeutic HPV vaccines currently in development that target one, or at most, two strains of HPV, the Pentarix vaccine is directed against a total of five strains of HPV, which together account for more than 90 per cent of all HPV-associated cancers worldwide.

Genome BC’s financial support has enabled the research to move from the laboratory into pre-clinical studies, and helped to ready the technology for further investment and commercialization.

Uncorking the secrets of Chardonnay
The quality of wine produced in B.C. has steadily increased since the very early days of fruit wines that were made primarily with fermented apples. Now the grape growing and wine-making sector is a significant contributor to the B.C. economy.

Chardonnay is the second most abundant white wine grape variety in the world, and the second most planted white variety in B.C. (behind Pinot Gris).

Vineyard owners use vegetative propagation or ‘clone’ grapevines by cutting a budding twig off the “mother vine” and then grafting it onto a specific rootstock. These new hybrid vines can exhibit remarkable variation in fruit composition, flavour and aromas, yield and grape colour. But very little is known about the Chardonnay genome and even less about how the clones differ from the parent plant; knowledge about these differences would help determine how to produce the best wine.

Dr. Hennie van Vuuren with the Wine Research Centre at UBC has teamed up with some of B.C.’s winemakers to identify the genetic markers of desirable traits, such as berry size, vine yields and tolerances to heat, humidity and drought for Chardonnay grapes. Getting a full picture of the Chardonnay genome will enable growers and winemakers to make informed choices about which clones to plant — leading to better grapes and higher quality wine.

Cleaning up mines
In the mining industry safety precautions around mine drainage and wastewater are of particular concern: no one wants toxic compounds from mining operations flowing into fish-bearing streams and our waterways. To ensure optimal safety levels, chemicals are typically used to treat metal leaching and acid rock drainage. These treatments, while effective, are also highly expensive and produce their own waste byproducts, which must then be carefully contained for years to come. Many mining companies are beginning to invest more into bioremediation techniques to decontaminate mining wastewater.

Genome BC has funded UBC researcher Dr. Susan Baldwin to help move this science towards application — making bioremediation a more economical and accessible option — by applying genomics to harness these detoxifying biological processes. Dr. Baldwin is currently working with industry leaders Teck Resources and Imperial Metals to gather data on the microorganisms that live and thrive in contaminated mine water and to find ways to apply this knowledge to help improve mining safety and quality.

Solving puzzles one genome at a time
The journey leading to scientific discovery is never direct or easy to navigate. It’s filled with leaps of intuition, false starts, happy accidents and unexpected results. But, however it zigs or zags the path to discovery and innovation is driven by the desire to make a positive impact. Genomics and Genome BC are at the core of cutting-edge science and technologies that are driving growth, productivity, commercialization and global competitiveness.
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